DCYSA Meeting Thursday November 14th 2019 6pm at Reeds
























Concerns about playing time
Money for equipment and needed items for individual communities, $800 given to each community,
Welcome has used $500 to have fields painted, and $300 for field fertilizer and seed.
Sportsgait concussion protocol
Goal size variation, each community need goals the meet DCYSA guidelines
Arcadia Knights issue, 2 significantly different team in terms of numbers and ability, one team had
19 (full team) the other had 13, then injury, loss of players, ended up with 10, wanted to double
roster and have kids play for both team, was not and will not be allowed.
DCYSA does not require team drafts, no motion was made to have teams draft for soccer, DCYSA will
not implement or enforce a draft.
Open/Close signups at the same time, proposed…
Unruly parents, fines and disqualification from tournament, proposed…
BBQ festival tournament, scrape in favor of end of season seated tournament
Sponsors that were requested…
Recreational Director of Coaching - motion/approved - Greg Tesh, will encourage coaching, fill in
when needed
Teenage refs at U12 was a complaint
Adult Refs requested for U12 and U14, but “we get what we get”
Parents need to remember this is rec soccer with rec refs, only 4 adult refs (limited on who’s
available to refs)
Forfeits for fall 2019???
Lopsided Scores - Mercy rule is 8, losing team adds players, THEN winning team removes players
Field Marshall- request DCYSA board member to back up community field marshals
Signs to mark end lines, prevent parents behind goals - motion/approved
Avoid harassing Tasha with email, phone calls, or text for every issues associated with soccer,
especially parents. Chain of command Parents->Coach->Coordinator/Liason->Booster Club->DCYSA
Board Members
Midways fields to be redone, DCYSA will match to $5,000.
Reeds, 2 U8 fields or U10 field to be added, use lights for tournament/weekday evening games,
$6,000.

